WHY SHOULD YOU BUY THE MC9400/MC9450?

TOP 5 CUSTOMER BENEFITS

1. **It’s the most powerful MC9000 device ever created.**
   With the latest wireless technologies, significantly faster processor and new data capture solutions, the MC9400/MC9450 is more than ready to meet your workflow needs today, as well as tomorrow. Take application performance to the next level with a new Qualcomm platform that delivers 2.5x more processing power and built-in support to Android 17. Identity Guardian biometric facial recognition gives workers instant and secure access to shared devices. And much more.

2. **Extend your reach with next-generation extended range scanning.**
   The MC9400/MC9450 can be configured with Zebra’s latest SE58 Extended Range scan engine with IntelliFocus technology. This premium scan engine provides an unprecedented scanning range — from in hand to over 100 ft./30 m away. Traditionally hard-to-reach barcodes are now easy to scan — without ladders, crouching down or getting out of the forklift. And the new green laser aimer is up to 7x more visible than a red aimer for easy and accurate aiming at a variety of distances and lighting conditions.

3. **Connect to the fastest networks today and tomorrow.**
   Next-level productivity requires next-generation connectivity. The MC9450 is the first gun-style device to offer private and public 5G data only connectivity — so you can expand industrial mobile computing to yards, ports and other expansive areas that aren’t suitable for Wi-Fi. All models support Wi-Fi 6E, which provides 4x the bandwidth and 75% less latency than Wi-Fi 5 to enable robotics and automation use cases. Workers can count on the fastest upload/download speeds and the most reliable connections.

4. **Big productivity gains with minimal disruption.**
   The MC9400/MC9450 is a drop-in replacement for the trusted and well-loved MC9300. That means you can modernize to meet today and tomorrow’s business challenges without a major overhaul. With a familiar gun-style form factor and the same keyboard/touch interface, there’s no need to retrain workers. And full backwards compatibility with the MC9300’s accessories enables a cost-effective upgrade — there’s no need to rip and replace the backroom.

5. **Create the perfect device for every job.**
   With the MC9400/MC9450, you get more model options than any device in this class. You get a choice of advanced scan engine options to meet your data capture needs — including the world’s greatest scanning range. Choose from a wide variety of glove-friendly keypads. There are freezer and non-incendive models for your most challenging environments. And you can choose Wi-Fi only or Wi-Fi/cellular models. Your workers get purpose-built devices that maximize productivity, while IT gets the simplicity of supporting a single platform.
1. Compared with Qualcomm® SD660
2. For 6GHz: Wi-Fi 6E will be available in December 2023
3. Non-incendive model available in North America only